Why Custom Stone?
VERSATILE. UNIQUE. ENDURING.

“Natural stone is one of the most versatile materials we have in design and construction. From delicate veneers
and cladding, to massive solid treads, walls and sculptures, stone spans the reaches of our imagination.”
John Williams —Owner/President—Yellow Mountain StoneWorks

Natural stone is a remarkable building product
Stone has exceptional performance characteristics and aesthetic appeal. It can be used
in a diverse set of conditions to transform the ordinary into the extraordinary.

•• Attributes: Stone’s characteristics makes it an enduring choice
•• Applications: It is appropriate for interior, exterior, horizontal and vertical uses
•• Activity: Traffic, environmental and structural conditions are addressed though stone selection
•• Aesthetics: Stone’s appearance is unique in color, pattern and texture

Existing inventory shouldn’t limit what can be achieved
The individual and artistic expression that natural stone is capable of supporting is endless. Yet,
most inventoried stone is limited to slabs 2 and 3cm thick. This means that architects and builders
will find themselves in the position of wanting a custom stone solution capable of addressing the
unique design and site requirements, which inventoried stone will not meet.

Customized stone can provide affordable solutions to many problems
Natural stone can be cut-to-fit to meet the specific design and site requirements. In addition to the
aesthetic and functional options that this offers, savings are also possible. For example:

•• One-of-a-Kind Designs: Why accept a stock solution when unique designs are achievable once
total in-place costs are considered.
•• Full-Depth Stair Treads: Cut-to-fit saves the cost and time spent building forms and pouring
concrete, which can end up being more expensive than the cost of the stone.
•• Solid Perimeter Paving Pieces: Create the impression that the entire patio is solid stone by
surrounding and containing gauged material within the heavier borders.

Custom Stone Specialists
Yellow Mountain StoneWorks focuses exclusively on stone customization and has taken the guess
work out of the process. We offer a wide range of stone including limestone, basalt, granite, quartzite,
sandstone, marble and travertine, any of which can be custom cut and finished. You can rely on us to:

•• Achieve something extraordinary together
•• Apply innovative thinking and techniques
•• Deliver a quality product and support it with a predictable process and excellent communications

“The people at Yellow Mountain StoneWorks are overachievers, so you benefit.”
Gregg Paul —Vice President, Guinett Masonry, Inc.

PURPOSE DRIVEN. INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS. STANDOUT PERFORMANCE.
Yellow Mountain StoneWorks provides the stone sourcing, unique finishes,
and construction services needed to realize the designer’s vision.

Phone: 1-844-705-9679
Email: info@yellowmountain.com
Web: yellowmountain.com

